Overview
Direktorenhaus Direktorenhaus in Berlin is one of the leading exhibition houses for applied arts in Germany. Since 2010, the museum in the centre of the German capital, run by the Meisterrat (German Craft Council), presents selected unique pieces, limited series as well as conceptual design objects. The exhibitions focus on the latest trends in the applied arts. At the same time, the Direktorenhaus does not only show «aesthetic phenomena»: Equally important is the increased importance of design in politics and society, especially in the field of sustainable future planning.

The Job:
- As an Illustration and Animation Design intern, you will:
- Create various animated shorts for our brand: for our social media channels, advertisements, and website.
- Your animations and shorts will be used for the development of our website!
- Make illustrations for diverse materials of our company: websites, landing pages, advertisements, social media posts, emails & newsletters

What we Crave from you.
- Proficiency in Adobe Creative Suite: Illustrator, Premier Pro and After Effects
- Studies in animation, motion graphics, visual arts, or related fields; You are an enrolled student.
- Experience in content creation and social media is an asset.
- Brainstorm concepts.
- Oversee the creation of animated video content.

What can we offer you?
- The opportunity to benefit from our colleagues who have many years of professional experience.
- Self-responsibility, flat hierarchies, and fast decision-making processes
- A motivated, helpful, and open-minded team
- A nice workplace in our showroom in a central location

Contact
Send an email with your application to: Pascal Johanssen (pj@direktorenhaus.com)